
A music sharing & emotion detection ball that allows users to communicate 
moods with others through various physical interactions
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Related works
• Audiovisual installation translates emotions into beams of light[1]-A device transforms the emotions of participants into different forms, colours and intensities of 
light. This device is equipped with multiple sensors to record brain waves, heart rate and galvanic skin response to analyze data of user emotions.

• The mood reflecting floor[2]-An interactive floor can display different patterns according to the user's emotion that were detected by different body language such 
as fast and powerful movement.

• Solo: “The Emotional Radio”-[3]Solo can recognize the user's facial expressions and play the music that matches the user's mood.

Link to video on YouTube
https://youtu.be/bwEPWWMTuLs

Concept & Problem space
From cassette tape to iTunes, the way of playing and sharing music have been shifted from physical to 
virtual. Recently, smart speaker has brought a screen-free interaction, and the mental detection AI may help 
to sort out music based on our emotions, so that we can promptly and easily share our feelings through 
music. The future music streaming would more likely be immersive, collaborative and artificial intelligence. 
With the improvement of society, people have suffered more mental pressure than before. Those living 
alone, struggling with work and life tend to rely on more mental support and emotion detection in the social 
community. While nowadays, emotion detection technologies are limited according to the research[5], we 
attempt to create a novel way of communicating moods through music and connect people with their 
families and friends remotely. And CONNECTION is such a smart device with basic functions as follows:
1.Mood music: touch and play relevant songs based on your mood
2.Share or not: choose whether to share this song ( positive or negative mental conditions) with others
3.Remote interaction: remote users receive lights feedback and touch to join in your songs
4.Share music, communicate feelings physically and remotely by using emotion detection technologies
5.Promptly receive other’s emotion through music, integrate emotions from sharer and listeners and provide 
emotional comfort/support (change melody or note) anywhere/anytime
6.Touchable interaction that creates a novel approach to share emotions
Target users: individual use with partners, families, friends, relatives, roommate, classmates, workmates, 
schoolmates, other people with close relationships
Space: household, including living room, garden, bathroom, bedroom...and other personal spaces
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Design Process
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Brainstorming & Initial idea generation
We used several research methods including 
brainstorming and mind mapping to generate 
ideas in the team according to the target 
audience and the theme of music modulating. We 
have obtained many new ideas on aspects of 
domain problems, physical interaction and space. 
After this, we generated initial concepts, which is 
a music ball with touch and remote interaction. 
There will be no response when the first user 
touches the ball, but the ball will play music and 
respond to lights when more users join in and 
touch the skin of the first user. Also, remote users 
can touch the wall to add more sound effects to 
the ball.

Literature Review
Purpose: Explore the novel technologies related 
to music communicating feelings and emotion 
track.
Our project was inspired by 
Cespedes-Guevara[5], the view of "music not 
merely communicates basic emotions, but related 
to constructivist account" has inspired us to 
explore how music expresses core emotions and 
how to influence listeners' mental status. Our idea 
of developing concepts from the perspective of 
music expression and emotion detection was 
inspired by Maestri’ research[6] that proposed to 
analyze human-computer interaction from a 
musical perspective. The several technologies of 
music emotion tracking and detection proposed 
by Lie Lu[7] provide support for our project to 
build emotion detection function and evaluation.

Online Survey
In this stage, we aim to identify potential users 
and investigate their favourite music types, 
experience of listening to music and attitudes to 
music sharing. We have changed our concept 
based on the survey results that users’ positive 
attitudes towards music sharing. Remote users 
can join the music that they received from other 
users’ sharing.

Interview
Based on the previous quantitative research, we 
conducted interview to further investigate the 
relationship between music sharing and emotion 
communication, and the reason of sharing or not 
sharing emotions with others. Most of the 
feedback on the mood that participants want to 
share is positive. There are also participants who 
are concerned about the types of moods that can 
be shared and the possible impact of sharing bad 
moods. Based on these attitude on good and 
bad emotion sharing from participants, we 
optimized our concept to make the remote user 
can comfort user who shared music that 
expresses the bad mood.

Bodystorming
Purpose: evaluate the main functions and 
interaction flows. Collect information on users 
requirements. Obtain feedback on functions for 
improvement of the next iteration.
In the prototyping stage, we have conducted 
some tests to explore the user's attitude towards 
our prototype. We tested the user's feelings when 
listening to the music samples to obtain music that 
can accurately express the user's different 
emotion. Also, we acted how users would interact 
with the device when they are in different mood to 
get the better interaction mode.

Prototype build
In the prototyping stage, we used the skill of soldering 
and Arduino to build our prototype. We have 
considered the modules and sensors that need to be 
used according to our concept (see Appendix 6).
• Speaker: The device plays different types of music 
according to the user’s physical interaction.
• Light: The LED strip varies with the vibration of sound.
• Pressure sensor: Users can interact with the ball by 
squeeze, touch, shake, throw and roll with different 
pressure values.
• GSR sensor: Measure the electrical conductance of 
the skin to detect users’ heart rate.
• Accelerometer: Measures the vibration and  
acceleration of motion of a structure to detect users’ 
movement.
After coding and soldering, we used transparent plastic 
shells and Arduino components to complete the final 
installation.

Inspiration
In the initial stage of the project, we got 
inspiration from some existing physical computing 
examples. Our initial concept was deeply inspired 
by "Urban Lights Contacts"[4], which is a touch, 
sound and light interaction device that transforms 
the participant's body into a human musical 
instrument. Around the key inspiration, we 
generated the idea of a device that modulates 
music through touch interaction.
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Version (sketch) Source (feedback) Outcomes Solutions & Requirements Iterative Changes

Initial Feedback on the context of use 
from the conversation with 
teachers

Online survey & interview (see 
Appendix 1&2) relevant to the 
users’ attitudes towards music 
sharing

1. A modulating music device 
with playful interaction that can 
people can play together

2. Public in a small group

3. 2 or more participants

Perform second round 
qualitative research including 
semi structured interview based 
on the previous quantitative 
research

Change the context of  use to public in a small 
group

Add the music sharing function. The user can 
share their favorite musics on the ball. The 
remote user can receive the music shared by the 
user and join.

First Feedback from the conversation 
with teachers

1. A music sharing instrument

2. Private and personal places

3. Families and friends

Perform user research to 
improve the next iteration based 
on the concept

Data analysis and 
documentation

 

Limit domain space 

Narrow down potential users

Focus on the specific domain problems

Second Feedback on the methods of 
mood detect from the 
conversation with the tutor

Feedback on emotion 
communication from interview 

1.Combine multiple elements to 
detect emotion

2. Glass may be broken when the 
user is anxious

Design Low-fi prototype

Perform user testing including 
bodystorming based on the 
newly proposed method of 
physical interaction

Add a variety of physical interaction methods 
including shake, hug, pat and squeeze to allow 
users to express their mood

Change the material of the ball from glass to 
plastic

Current Boystorming was conducted in 
the prototyping stage to 
understand the user’s 
preference for the music type 
and interaction method

1.Music that expresses bad 
mood makes users feel worse

2.Single music makes users tired

3.Different strength of users 
affects physical interaction

Design and develop digital 
prototype with main function of 
emotion detection

Perform second round user 
testing to improve the  next 
iteration

Realize remote interactive function (in the next 
iteration). The join and comfort from the remote 
user can change the music if the user shares a 
bad mood

Add pressure test when the user uses it for the 
first time



Interaction Plan
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Interaction paradigm 
Connection is a Ubiquitous Computing technology that combined 
computational capability of emotion detection with a series of sensors or 
microprocessors. It provides a novel way of mood music sharing. It can 
be used at any time, in any places. Nowadays, as the number of people 
with mental pressure is increasing, we hope this device can be regarded 
as a healthcare technology that people can get mental support from 
connecting with their families and friends through music.

Interaction flow
1. Detect the user's emotion through three ways, and play the 
corresponding music and lights
User A touch: the emotion detection sensor is working, the ball play 
relevant songs based on the mood after receiving user’s emotion data
2. Choose whether to share the mood music with friends/family
User A touch: the emotion detection sensor is working, the ball play 
relevant songs based on the mood after receiving user’s emotion data
3. After sharing, remote ball receive the same music and lights 
feedback
User B touch: receive mood music and light from User A
User B shake/rotate/wave: light shining, provide mental support such as 
change sad music to happy melody and send to User A (This function will 
be built in the next iterative prototype)

According to the responses from the bodystorming (see Appendix 
4), we found that different user interactions represent different 
emotion.
Touch the ball: calm (5/9) 
Shake the ball: energetic (5/9)
Throw the ball: angry (5/9)
Roll the ball: happy (5/9)
Based on the data, we decide to evaluate users physical interaction in 
three parameters including heart rate, touch pressure and rotation rate to 
ensure music and light feedback in high accuracy. These three 
parameters can identify user’s four emotions including calm, happy, 
angry, energetic. Each parameter should be at a certain level.

System interaction structure

Emotion detection systems include GSR 
sensor, pressure sensor and 
accelerometer gyroscope
Each sensor’s level is based on the 
average rate from user testing responses



Interaction Plan
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User journey

Harry felt sad one night, because he 
broke up last week.

He touched the ball. The ball detected 
his mood and played a sad song.

The ball was shining. He shaked it and 
shared this sad song to his friend Andy.

Andy’s ball was shining that means he 
received the song sharing from Harry.

He touched the ball and listen to this sad 
song.

He felt sorry about Harry and sent a 
calm melody to him.



Project Objectives & Success Criteria
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Objectives Success criteria Measures

Physical construction: 
develop the complete 
function and display 
full functions on the 
final Exhibit

All sensors work 
smoothly

The accuracy of the sensors more than 90% Prepare same type of sensors or different sensors with same applications to ensure every function 
works, check Arduino and electricity circuit connection, program and coding debug before Exhibit, 
perform effective hardware testing with users

Emotion detection works 
well

80% of users can input mood successfully 
with different interactions

The matching accuracy of music and user 
mood reaches 90%

Conduct user evaluation and record the process of emotion detection activity

Explore users the feeling when they listen to the music after interacting with the device through 
bodystorming and think aloud

Compare the data received from the GSR sensor with the users response to see if they have a gap 
and change the algorithm of emotion learning functions

Remote interaction works 
well (music and emotion 
sharing with light & music 
feedback)

85% of users can successfully complete 
remote interactions within 30 seconds

50% of users are attracted by remote 
interaction and willing to share music/emotion

Record the number of users who use the remote interaction function and the time they complete 
the whole process

Conduct bodystorming to explore user’s behaviour and attitude towards remote interaction (how to 
join others music sharing activity and how to comfort others)

Summarize and analyze data collecting from the users for further research and iterations

Research and Evaluation: 

Find potential users and willing participants in a 
proper way

Collect data and users feedback for iteration 
through effective and efficient evaluations

Provide academic support for final product

Go through every physical evaluation 
activity smoothly no longer than 2 hours 

Collect useful data that can be used in our 
project, Effective data and data usage rate 
must be higher than 80%

Data documentation should be completed 
promptly within one day after receiving data

Start early research, investigate the target audience through interview or survey and keep in touch 
with them

Plan a strategy for users authority, every evaluation activity should be voluntary with users consent

Propose guidelines and regulations related to privacy and security 

If users worry about security and privacy, provide a way for them to make choice use this function 
or not

Use Miro to record data as team journal after conduct evaluation activities

Project management: 

Finish final prototype on time or correspondence 
with the timeline

Well cooperate with other (internal and external) 
team members

Each member should engage in team 
project minimum 20 hours weekly

Follow the task plan, 100% complete 
each task on time, 100% submit 
assessment document before due date

Start early and organize the progress two days behind timetable

Weekly progress report to the team member and tutors and get feedback

Review the work achievements for the previous week

Plan a task list for the work need to be completed in the coming week by using Gantt Chart 
project management (see Appendix 5: Gantt Chart)
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Appendix 1: Online Survey
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf6YjWdU3bkb_9b1s4X0nE1e0jEG27CjXjS
k5PtmphAK9L2Rw/viewform?usp=sf_link



Appendix 2: Interview Transcript
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Urva2tSQmAKaccqLtAdVJrG_0AvCQtGG0hNS0AaThDQ/edit?usp=sharing



Appendix 3: Evaluation Protocol
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1liUMOTN4sxoNkA5JWMx9qDfNV0aU6ZIg/view?usp=sharing



Appendix 4: Body Storming Notes
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lJIJxpQ=/



Appendix 5: Gantt Chart

Due: Week 2, 12:00 pm Monday 1 March

Presentations live in class Week 2

DUE WEEK 4 during class Wednesday & Thursday
DUE 1:00pm Friday 26 March

Digital prototype construction

Documentation DUE: 9:00 am Wednesday 28 April      
Video: no later than 2:00pm on Friday 30 April

DUE as comments to Miro by 1pm Friday 7 May

DUE 9:00 am Monday 17 May

DUE Week 13

Due 4:00pm Monday 7 June

Due: An entry at least once weekly, 
ongoing for the duration of the semester 
Final Due: 4pm 7 June 2021

Due 4:00pm Monday 14 June
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  Zhiyuan Zhang     Ziyi Xu    Zhutianyu Yu (Construction & Exhibition)

  Xiaodan Liu   Liqian You (Design & Documentation)



Appendix 6: Prototype build https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lJIJxpQ=/


